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As the product of the combination of traditional Chinese painting and western oil 
painting, the sinified oil painting is one of those oil painting styles that best represent 
Chinese culture. Ever since oil painting was introduced into China, generations of 
painters have been conducting in their own ways the experiments and researches on 
the sinified oil painting. Through borrowing ideas from Chinese paintings, they 
benefited from Chinese culture and thus accomplished great achievements in painting. 
Focusing on this, the present paper tries to discuss the development of the sinified oil 
painting from the following aspects in three chapters. 
Chapter One points out that oil painting has exerted great influence on Chinese 
painting circles since it was introduced into China. In this part, the present author 
firstly introduces the “Personalization” trend of Chinese painting before the 
introduction, and the influence of oil painting on Chinese painting as well as their 
interaction after it was introduced, and then points out that it is the immense reaction 
of Chinese painting to traditional painting and culture that leads to the appearance of 
the sinified oil painting. 
Chapter Two, the most important part of this paper, presents those researches 
carried out by Chinese painters. Through the analyses of their works, the present 
author expatiates on the efforts made by those painters: they have borrowed ideas 
from every aspect of Chinese painting, including composition, brush and ink skill and 
color ect., and they have even tried to pursue in their oil paintings “Vividness and 
Vitality” and “Literati Temperament” which are typical of Chinese paintings.  
Chapter Three is about the future of the sinified oil painting. Though the sinified 
oil painting has greatly benefited from Chinese painting, its development will be 
different from that of traditional Chinese painting due to the modern and open 
environment, and such a difference primarily lies in painting itself, i.e., the sinified oil 
painting aims at the improvement of skills and modern sense of painting. 
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①见《中国画文脉》第 110 页，邵琪编著，上海：上海书画出版社 2005 年 1 月第一版。 











































                                                        



















































































                                                        
①见《中西美术批评比较》第 45 页，李一编著，石家庄： 河北美术出版社 2000 年 6 月第一版。   
 
②李少白对何多苓的访谈《我始终游离于任何画派之外》，见《世界艺术》第 14 页，北京世界文化艺术出版











































附图 1  徐悲鸿 《愚公移山》 
 
附图 1  徐悲鸿 《愚公移山》











































附图 2  吴冠中 《江南春》 
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